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Abstract - Nuclear Power plant operational experience and safety analysis indicates that the human error is the main cause for severe accidents in plants. To improve the human reliability, simulator based training has been made mandatory in nuclear power plant operator training program. A Full Scope Replica Operator Training Simulator is made operational for Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) before commissioning of the real plant. This gives hands-on experience to PFBR operators for steady state and various transient conditions of the plant. It helps the operators for smooth transition from the simulator control room to main control room. The simulated systems of PFBR are Neutronics System, Primary & Secondary Sodium System, Core Temperature Monitoring System, Steam Water System and Electrical System. This paper discusses about Modeling and simulation of Emergency Power Supply System, the associated logics, controls which is a part of Electrical System. Simulation of Emergency Transfer Scheme (EMTR) adopted for PFBR, automatic starting of Diesel Generators and restoring the safety loads sequentially according to priority are also included in the paper. It also details about classification of power supply system in nuclear power plant and importance of Class III Emergency Power Supply System.
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1.INTRODUCTION

In Nuclear Power Plant, safety is ensured by well trained operators possessing the plant related process knowledge. A high fidelity Full Scope Simulator has become significant in the training program to transfer the plant related knowledge to the operators for safe and efficient operation of the plant. A Full scope replica simulator for PFBR is being developed at Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR), Kalpakkam which simulates all the reactor subsystems. Electrical system is one of the major sub-systems of PFBR which comprises normal and emergency power supply systems. Normal power supply is Generator power supply during plant operation and power supply from the grid during Start up of the plant or incase of Generator trip event. Emergency power supply is the onsite power supply to the safety related systems which supports the loads related to plant safe shutdown and to remove the decay heat. The emergency power supply system includes Class III power supply back up provided by Diesel Generators (DG), Class II No break AC power supply and Class I No break DC power supply. In case of normal power supply failure, UPS supplies power to Class II system loads and Rectifier/Charger feeds the loads pertaining to Class I system until DG power supply is restored. The moment DG incomer closes, these loads are fed by diesel power supply and the remaining class III safety loads are restored according to the priority. Hence modeling and simulation of Class III Emergency power supply system is included.

2. PFBR OPERATOR TRAINING SIMULATOR

PFBR is a 500 MWe, sodium cooled, pool type reactor based on Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel, which is first of its kind in the country being built with total indigenous technology at Kalpakkam. It is a mandatory requirement by Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) to implement a Full Scope Simulator in advance to train and qualify the plant personnel before commissioning of the reactor. For PFBR, it is recommended to develop a Full Scope Replica Operator Training Simulator which is being built in house at Computer Division in association with Reactor Engineering Group and Nuclear Safety & Engineering Group of IGCAR, Kalpakkam.
Full Scope Simulator simulates the entire plant operations starting from nuclear core to Turbo generator and to bring in Replica feature, simulator control room is built with 1:1 correspondence with main control room with respect to its panels, desks, chairs, lighting arrangement etc [1,2]. Fig. 1 shows the Flow sheet of PFBR.

Fig. 2 shows the hardware architecture of PFBR Simulator Operator Training Simulator which consists of plant consoles and control panels, Simulation Computer, Input /Output systems, Instructor Station, Simulation Network and Power Supply unit. Simulation Computer executes various mathematical models of the sub-systems in real time. It takes inputs from control panels and consoles through I/O systems, processes them and responds by giving the information to I/O system for display on indicators, recorders and initiate alarms in real time [3].

3.:classIII EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM OF PFBR

The Class III power supply system is provided with two independent divisions. Each division is divided into two sections which consist of 6.6 kV bus each. The Class III 6.6 kV buses are normally supplied from the class IV busses. On loss of Class IV supply each section is provided with standby emergency Diesel Generators as on-site sources of AC power to feed the Class III supply system. Each DG is rated to supply 50% of the total emergency power supply demand with a rating of 4.5 MVA which can feed the entire division safety loads on loss of one DG.

4. MODELLING & SIMULATION

Modeling includes Class III 6.6 kV Emergency power supply and 415 V PCC sections and related loads modeling like Primary sodium drive system etc.

4.1 Process Modeling

Process Model is the component represented by mathematical equations which calculates dynamic parameters during runtime simulation. Process modeling comprises component modeling like Diesel Generator, Automatic Voltage Regulator and Circuit Breaker etc by configuring the rated parameters. Further connecting these configured components as per the design single line diagram to represent the actual system. Stand alone testing has been done by comparing the output parameters of the each model with the design parameters. Fig. 4 shows the Single Line Diagram (SLD) and process modeling of Motor drive system.
4.2 Logic Modeling

Logic Model is a control schematic which is represented by the digital building blocks to control the process components. Logic Modeling of Class III power supply system includes modeling of control schematics of circuit breakers(CB) and Modelining of Emergency Transfer scheme (EMTR).

4.2.1 Control schematics of Circuit Breakers:

Control schematic of circuit Breakers which consists of relays and timers is converted in to a logic diagram by the combination of basic gates and functional blocks. Logic diagram of circuit breaker checks the input parameters like REMOTE/LOCAL, Distributed Digital Control System (DDCS) / Hardware Panel (HWPNL) and CLOSE/TRIP from EMTR logic etc. it also checks CB Lockout relay conditions like over current, Earth fault relay etc. After checking all these conditions it will give permission to energize the Close/Trip coil of circuit breaker according to the input.

4.2.2 Emergency Transfer Scheme :

EMTR logic is designed to start Diesel Generators and feed the plant safety related loads according to priority incase normal power supply fails. On loss of power supply to the Emergency bus, logic is developed to give start command to the DG, trip signal to all the circuit breakers like bus incomer CB, Bus coupler CB and feeder CB to the loads by checking the DG Voltage and Frequency. Further confirmation of tripping of all CB, logic gives close signal to DG incomer CB and gives permission to emergency loads pick up. The moment DG CB closes DG power supply feeds the Class II and Class I system loads. Logic gives the close signal to plant Safety related load feeder CB according to priority with some time intervals like 5s,10s,20s etc. The EMTR logic also checks second DG failure, gives close signal to bus coupler and load picked up permission to another section with some time interval [5].

4.2.3 Virtual Panel Model

Virtual Panel is the emulation of hardware panel which is used to display run time process parameters for verification and validation of all the process models running in integrated mode. It is also used to control the process components like ON/OFF of CB, DG voltage RAISE/LOWER etc.

4.2.4 Integration

Integration of Process, logic and virtual panel model includes allocating unique variable to each signal in common database in order to establish a proper communication among all these modules.

5. TESTING OF STEADY STATE OPERATION

Testing of steady state operation ensures the dynamic behavior of process models and it helps in checking the consistency of process parameters. In normal operation Class III power supply system gets power supply from Class IV 6.6 kV busses. The incoming feeders are kept in closed condition to get the power supply from Class IV system. Fig. 5 shows the steady state parameters of Class III power supply system Division-2. First Division is replica of Second Division.

6. TESTING OF TRANSIENTS

Testing of transients ensures the behavior of process models and control logics in abnormal condition. Failure of class IV power supply with emergency backup supply to station emergency loads is tested as follows.

6.1 Class IV power supply failure

Class IV power failure scenario is applied from instructor station which reflects loss of normal power supply to Class III emergency power supply system.

6.1.1 Two Diesel Generators feeding the station emergency loads in one division
On the loss of power supply to Emergency buses of each section, start command to Diesel Generator is given by the EMTR logics of each section. Two Diesel Generators are started by checking REMOTE/AUTO/EMTR permission from control panel and picked up the voltage and speed within a specific time interval. EMTR logic has given the close command to the DG incomer CB and Auto load picked up permission of each section in the division after checking the DG voltage and frequency. The moment DG Incomer CB closes the loads corresponding to Class II and Class I system is fed by diesel supply and Battery banks are charged through Rectifier charger. The plant safety loads are restored according to the priority with time intervals by giving close signal to the motor feeders and MCC bus feeders by the EMTR logic. The parameters like DG voltage, power and speed are captured and plotted in real time simulation as shown in fig 6, 7 & 8 respectively.

Fig 6: EM BUS-1 & DG Voltages

Fig 7: DG-1 Power

Fig 8: DG-1 Speed

Fig 9: Class III Power Supply System Division 2

Fig. 9 shows the soft panel of Class III power supply system division 2. It shows the emergency operation with Two Diesel Generators feeding each section emergency loads in division-2.

6.1.2 One DG feeding the station emergency loads in one division on failure of second DG

The EMTR logics have given start command by checking the power supply to the Emergency buses of each section. One Diesel Generator has started and picked voltage and speed and other diesel generator failed to start due to internal fault. The Running DG has picked the station emergency loads of the corresponding section according to priority with time intervals through EMTR logic. Simultaneously, the EMTR of failed DG permitted to close the division bus coupler CB and issued the load picked permission to the corresponding section after checking the running DG voltage and frequency. Fig. 10,11,12 shows the profiles of important process parameters.
7. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

The developed process models and associated control logics are simulated and demonstrated to the committee of design experts. The behavior of the logic models are analyzed and compared with the design reports/schematics for steady state and various transient conditions in the plant. The simulated model performance is found to be satisfactory.

8. CONCLUSION

Class III Emergency power supply system and associated control schematics of Circuit breakers are modeled and simulated. EMTR logic is also modeled and tested in the simulation environment during normal operation and emergency conditions and the results are satisfactorily. Diesel Generator performance was observed during load picked up on emergency conditions.

The simulation is used to get the Operating personnel familiar with the Class III emergency power supply system and the performance of the Diesel Generators and EMTR logic. It also helps to train the operator to restore the emergency power supply for safe shutdown of the plant on loss of Class IV power supply without becoming panic.
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